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Section 1: Overview
Archive Migrator for Notes features a new name and logo, but is the same, trusted product previously
known as Notes Archive Migrator.
Archive Migrator for Notes is a companion solution for Migrator for Notes which allows your end-user
community to find, select, and replicate their local Notes mail archives in preparation for migration.
The software formerly known as ‘Lotus Notes’ or ‘IBM Notes’ is referred to throughout
this document as “Notes”.
After configuration, the administrator can send a message with a button to launch the Local Archive
Discovery application to each user. The Local Archive Discovery application steps the user through the
discovery and selection of their mail archives. Once selected, the archives are replicated and prepared for
migration. Archives can then be automatically migrated or the administrator can manually migrate them
depending on how the process is configured.
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Section 2: End User Workstation Requirements
Notes
•

Notes 7 or higher (Notes 10 is also supported)

Domino
•

Domino 7 or higher (Domino 10 is also supported)

Other
•

.NET 4.0 or higher (usually installed with Windows)

•

Rights to run an application and detach EXE and DLL files to the IBM Notes Program directory
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Section 3: Archive Migration Management Database
Requirements
•

This is a post migration tool. If a user has not been migrated using Migrator for Notes, all user(s)
that have archives to be migrated and receive the Local Archive Discovery application
communication will need to be imported into the Migrator for Notes database.

•

If migrations are going to online Archives, the Match process using PowerShell will need to be run
after the online archive mailbox is created to get the location of the archive file.

•

For information to be staged to the Domino server, the Security setting in the Domino server
document must be set to allow all users to “Create databases & templates” on the Domino server.
Even though Replication is used to create the replica and populate the databases, Domino
security requires user has rights to create new databases.

•

The Domino server document must be set to allow all users to “Create new replicas” on the
Domino server.

•

Database must be located on a Domino server and signed with an ID that has “Sign or Run
unrestricted methods and operations” rights.
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•

Manager rights to the Migrator for Notes database and the user’s old Notes production mailbox.
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Section 4: Configuration
Creating a Migration Profile
The destination of the migrated archives is defined by the Migration Profile. The steps included in the
Creating Migration Profiles section of the Migrator for Notes Installation and Configuration Guide should
be followed to create the Migration Profile. In general, the default selection should be used when creating
the profile except for the following settings:
•

Under the Source Options tab, the Migrate empty folders option should be unchecked. This will
speed up the migration process by skipping folders that do not have content to be migrated.

•

Under the Destination Options tab, select to either migrate the archive to an Exchange Server
or to a .PST file.
If selecting a PST file as the destination, a folder for the PST files must be
specified as well as a process to supply the user access to the PST file
because all PST files will be deposited in the same location.
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Mail-enabling Migrator for Notes Database
A Mail-in Database Document is required for mail to be delivered to the newly created server copy of the
Migrator for Notes database. Follow the procedure detailed in the Configuring Required Settings: Mailenabling Migrator for Notes Database section of the Migrator for Notes Installation and Configuration
Guide to copy the database to the server and create a Mail-In database document for the Migrator for
Notes database.

Local Archive Discovery
The Archive Migration is configured in the Settings under 1. Configuration. Configure the Local Archive
Discovery settings under the End user archives tab.
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•

Local Archive Migration Profile: Select the migration profile that will be used for the migration.
The selected migration profile from the Migration Control Center (MCC) being used for the
migrations. This setting will automatically set all created person documents to the selected
migration profile. This setting allows scheduled migrations to occur without the need to manually
set the migration profile for each user.
Migration profiles are unique to the Migration Control Center (MCC).

•

Templates to Search For: The list of templates to search for on the end user machine. This list
should include the template names being used for local archives in the organization. Use the
template name, such as "inotes6" or "dwa6"; not the template filename. Typically, this list should
not need to be changed. However, the name of any custom corporate mail templates being used
should be added.

•

Decrypt content when copied: Select one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

Yes: During the replication process, encrypted documents are decrypted for data
migration. This option does not affect the encryption settings on the source. This is the
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recommended option.
o

No: During the replication process, encrypted documents are not decrypted for data
migration.

o

User: The end user will be presented with the option decrypt documents when using the
Local Archive Discovery application.

•

Mailin CMTe DB SMTP: Add the SMTP address that will be used by the Archive Migration to
send information back to the Migrator for Notes. The SMTP address can be found in the Migrator
for Notes mail-in database document. Open the Required Settings - Additional tab and click on
the Open Mail-in Db Doc button to retrieve the SMTP address.

•

Archive Staging Server: The Domino server where the archives will be created. All users must
have permissions to create databases and templates. Only one server can be selected. If this
setting is not defined, archives will be stored on the end user's hard drive.

•

Top Level Archive Path: The folder path where the archives will be created on the Archive
Staging Server. This is the "top level" folder name for all archives created by the Local Archive
Discovery application on the server’s data directory. Note that under this folder, the user’s Short
name (recommended option) will be used as the next folder name level to categorize the archives
by user. This also prevents issues with two users have the same archive file name. This option
can be changed in the next setting, Archive Path folder identifier.

•

Archive Path folder identifier: Select one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

SMTP address: Each user archive folder will be identified by SMTP address.

o

Short name: Each user archive folder will be identified by Short name. This is the
recommended option.

o

Full name: Each user archive folder will be identified by Full name. If your organization
has multiple individuals with the same full name, it is recommended to use SMTP
address or Short name which must be unique.

•

Migration Account Canonical Name: Select the Domino Account being used on the migration
workstation. This will be added to all ACL when they are replicated to the Domino server. This
account is also used to configure the Notes clients on the migrations workers. This migration
account must have Archive Database ACL permissions – “Manager Access”.

•

Archive Migration Process: This value determines what to do with the migration after the user
has completed the discovery and replicated data to the central Domino server. Select one of the
below options from the drop-down list:
o

Automatically schedule archives for migration: After the user has completed the discovery
and replicated data to the central Domino server, the migration documents will be created
and automatically sent to the Migration Control Center. If multiple control centers are
configured, the field "Archive Migration Control Center" is used to define which control
center is used for migration. No administrator action is required for the migration to start
and will just require monitoring of the migrations. This is the recommended option.
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o

Manually migrate archives: After the user has completed the discovery and replicated
data to the central Domino server, the migration documents will be created and set to the
step "2.Mail File Migration/Migration/2.Migrate" with a status of "Ready to migrate" This
will require the administrator to take ownership of managing the migration and submit
them to the MCC for data migration.

o

Enable scheduled agent/Disable scheduled agent: Enables or disables the agent from
polling for migration documents that can be migrated.
If Enable scheduled agent is selected, by default the agent will be enabled on the copy
of the Migrator for Notes database, which usually is located on the Domino server.
To “automatically schedule archives for migrations," the scheduled agent cannot be
enabled on the Domino server copy because it will not be able to access the SQL
database on the controller. You must make a local replica of the database in the
controller machine’s data directory. To make a local replica of the database, follow the
steps below:
1. Navigate to the Domino server and open the Migrator for Notes database; then
choose File > Replication > New Replica:

2. Create a local, non-encrypted replica:
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3. Once created, open the local replica in the Notes Designer client and choose
Code > Agents; then double-click the agent Scheduled – Migrate Archives:

4. On the Basics tab, click the Schedule button; when the Agent Schedule dialog
box appears, select the Choose server when agent is enabled checkbox; click
OK and save the agent:

5. Next, to be sure local agents are enabled on the Notes client on the controller, do
the following:
a. Choose File > Preferences from the Notes menu:
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b. Choose Basic Note Client Configuration; click the Enable scheduled
local agents checkbox and click OK:

Note: You may have to restart the Notes Client of the change to take
effect
6. Next, follow the steps below to schedule the local replication for the database:
a. Go to the replicator page on the Notes client and choose Set
Replication/Sync Schedule:

b. Configure the frequency of replication from the server copy of Migrator
for Notes to the local copy. The agent can only process documents
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located on the local copy of Migrator for Notes:

7. Once this is all done, when you enable the scheduled agent in the server-based
copy of the Migrator for Notes database, choose ‘Local’ as the server to run on.
The Notes client should be running on the Migration Control Centre for
the agent to process automatically.

•

•

Migrate data to: This setting is used only when migrating to an Exchange server. The destination
path Database GUID is set in the created migration document and this setting determines the
database to use based on the match used on the user’s Production Migration document. Select
one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

Mailbox or pst file: When migrating to an Exchange server, the archive is migrated to a
production mailbox or pst file based on the destination set in the Migration Profile
Destination Options tab.

o

Exchange Archive (if available): When migrating to an Exchange server, the archive is
migrated to an online Exchange Archive if one is available for the user. If an Exchange
Archive is not available, the archive is migrated to the production mailbox.

Attachment Handling: Select one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

Always detach dlls: The Local Archive Discovery application and dlls will always be
detached to the Notes directory when the application is launched.

o

Never detach dlls: The Local Archive Discovery application and dlls will never be
detached to the Notes directory when the application is launched. Select this option if the
Local Archive Discovery application is being pushed installed to the user workstations.

o

Do not detach dlls if already present: The Local Archive Discovery application and dlls
will be detached to the Notes directory when the application is launched only if the dlls
are not already present.
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•

•

•

Allow Opt Out: Select one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

Yes: The user will be presented the option to not have archives migrated.

o

No: The user is not given the option to not have archives migrated.

Allow mail file replication: Select one of the below options from the drop-down list.
o

Yes: The user is allowed to discover and upload the local replicas of their production mail
file. The replicas will appear in red text in the Local Archive Discovery application.

o

No: The user is not allowed to discover and upload the local replicas of their production
mail file.

Archive migration control center: Select the control centers where the archive migration will be
performed. If more than one control center is selected, user files will be distributed round-robin
style among the migration servers. All archives for a user is migrated on the same migration
server. This setting appears only when multiple Control Centers are enabled.
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Section 5: Sending the Local Archive Discovery
Message
After the Local Archive Discovery settings are set and the user has been migrated, go to Post Migration
Actions (2.Mail File Migration/Migration/3. Post Migration Actions) and send the Local Archive Discovery
message template to the users. After sending, monitor user responses on the "Pending Responses".
A user can run the Local Archive Discovery application more than once, but a new
Local Archive Discovery message template must be sent to the user each time they
want to run the application.
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Section 6: End User Experience
The end user will receive the message providing them with the option to prepare their archives for
migration. If Opt Out is allowed, the administrator is notified if the end user decides to opt out.

The Local Archive Discovery application will launch in a new window. The user will then walk through the
steps to select the files to migrate.
If the end user receives a message that the Local Archive Discovery application was
unable to detach files to their system, the Permissions for Users in the Notes directory’s
security properties should be modified to allow Write access.
1. Click Next on the Welcome screen.
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2. The user will select the ID to use for the discovery process. Note that encrypted data can only be
accessed with the original ID.

3.

The user checks or unchecks the Decrypt option and clicks Next to continue. This screen only
appears if the Decrypt content when copied setting is set to User.
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4. The user will select the drives/folders to then click Search to begin the discovery process. The
drives can be expanded and specific subfolders or the entire drive (including all subfolders) can
be selected. The Add Network Folder button can be used to add existing mapped network
folders that are not automatically found.

5. The discovery process will run and complete. The user will select the files to migrate and click
Next. Clicking the Nothing to Archive button closes the application, ends the process, and
notifies the administrator that the user has no archives to migrate.
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The results can be expanded to display the full path of the NSF file, file size, template, and
number of encrypted documents. Production mail file replicas are displayed in red text.

6. The user will confirm the files to migrate and click Next to continue and the select file will load as
shown below:
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7. The replication process will run and complete. The application will close when the user clicks
Finish. To repeat this process, a new Local Archive Discovery message must be sent to the end
user so the end user can relaunch Local Archive Discovery application.
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Section 7: Post Archive Discovery Activities
After the end user complete the archive discovery and replication process, the administrator may have to
do additional work.
•

If the "Automatically schedule archives for migration" option was selected in the Settings, the
migration documents will be created and automatically sent to the Migration Control Center and
no further administration work is required besides monitoring the migrations.

•

If the "Manually migrate archives" option was selected in the Settings, the administrator must take
ownership of managing the migration and submit them to the MCC for data conversion using step
"2.Mail File Migration/Migration/2.Migrate". Refer to the Migrating Mail Files section of the
Migrator for Notes User Guide for more information.

The person doc contains User Archives records.
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Section 8: Customizing the Local Archive Discovery
Application
The following elements of the Local Archive Discovery application can be modified to better suit your
organization’s needs.
•

Splash Screen: The Splash screen is the image that appears at the top of the Local Archive
Discovery application when launched and can be changed. To change this image, include a file
named SplashScreen.png file in the same directory as the executable. The recommended size of
the new image is 400x200 pixels.

•

App Icon: The App Icon is the icon in the top left corner of the application and on the task bar (not
the exe icon). To change this icon, include an AppIcon.ico in the same directory as the
executable. The recommended size of the icon is 64x64 pixels.

•

Already Completed Message – The Already Completed Message is the message displayed to the
end user when they have already clicked Finish and they attempt to restart the application. The
default message is “The email to start the server archive process has already been sent. Please
contact your IT department if you need assistance.” To change this message, include a
CustomSettings.xml file in the same directory as the executable. The xml file should use the
following format:
<CustomSettings>
<Settings>
<KeyValueSetting>
<Key>Done</Key>
<Value>The email to start the server archive process has already been sent. Please contact
your IT department if you need assistance.</Value>
</KeyValueSetting>
</Settings>
</CustomSettings>
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Section 9: Logging
A detailed log file LocalArchiveManagerUI.txt can be found on the local machine running the Local
Archive Discovery application at
C:\Users\<LoggedinUser>\AppData\Roaming\BinaryTree\ArchiveManager. The log file is intended for
troubleshooting purposes.

If the discovery process is run more than once, the log is not overwritten. New log data
is appended to the existing log file.
The log file is not sent back to the central admin database (CMTe DB) when the
process is complete.
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Section 10: Troubleshooting
•

Issue: While running the Local Archive Discovery application, the end user receives a message
that the Domino server is out of disk space.
Solution: The end user should contact their help desk for assistance in gaining more disk space.
The user can close or leave the Local Archive Discovery application open. Once notified that
more space is available, the user can then restart (from the original email message) or resume
the Local Archive Discovery application. They will then be brought to the Summary screen where
they can start the migration process.

•

Issue: When clicking the “Prepare my archives for migration” button in the email message, the
end user receives a message that the Local Archive Discovery application was unable to detach
files to their system.
Solution: This occurs if the Local Archive Discovery application does not have sufficient
permissions to detach files to the Notes program folder. In the Notes directory’s security
properties, the Permissions for Users should be modified to allow Write access.
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Appendix A: Installing the Local Archive Discovery
Application on User’s Workstations
The Local Archive Discovery application is typically deployed using email communication. If a desktop
policy prevents detaching files to the program directory, the Local Archive Discovery application can be
deployed using a software deployment system. The below process will cover the standard steps for
remotely installing the Local Archive Discovery application using a GPO (Group Policy Object). The
customer’s process for deploying software using a GPO may be different.
Refer to the End User Workstation Requirements to verify all workstations meet the requirements for
Local Archive Discovery application installation.
To install the Local Archive Discovery application with a GPO:
1. Right-click on the Archive Migrator for Notes MSI, point to Share with, and click on specific
people.
2. Add a security group. The "authenticated users" group already includes all computers and is a
good group to use. The group you add must have the shared Read permission and
NTFS permission.
3. Click Share.
4. Click Done.
5. From the Start menu, point to Administrative Tools and click on Group Policy Management.
6. Right-click on the domain or OU you will be migrating and click on Create a GPO in this domain
and link it here.
7. In the New GPO dialog box, enter a Name for the GPO and click OK.
8. Click on the new GPO and click OK.
9. Right-click on the GPO and select Edit.
10. Open Computer Configuration > Policies > Software Settings and right-click on Software
Installation and then point to New and click on Package.
11. In the File Name field, enter the UNC path to the MSI file and click Open.
12. Select the Archive Migrator for Notes discovery tool and click Open.
13. In the Deploy Software window, select the Assigned deployment method and click OK.
The device must be rebooted for the applied group policy to complete the installation.

To verify the GPO:
1. Log on to a workstation within the scope of the GPO using administrator credentials.
2. From a command prompt on the workstation, run gpresult -r
3. The Computer Settings section will display the applied group policy.
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A newly applied group policy will not immediately be displayed.
The Computer Settings section displays the applied group policy.
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Third Party Components
The third party components used by Binary Tree Archive Migrator for Notes can be viewed at:
http://support.quest.com/technical-documents/binary-tree-archive-migrator-for-notes/20.11/userguide/third-party-components
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